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We now define
If q+ is the string formula given in the preceding example, A' is the bottom right alignment in Examples. Let rl be a binary and r2 a unary string relation.
The following queries will serve as an illustration of our model. We freely omit parenthesis symbols and concatenation dots whenever we feel that the structure is clear without them.
We shall also as a notational convenience abbreviate atomic window formulas of the form x = 1 by Z1. The symbol T denotes a tautology, e.g. x = x. The formula says that each occurrence of the character a in z must match some position .,~Ao(~~k)) : J40~f#O}.
The main idea in the proof is to transform @into a normal form where each atomic string formula ra is such that the window formula a is a conjunction of atomic window formulas. Then we build an acceptor for each ra, and proceed inductively on the .,+, x-structure of normalized d. The computational power of k-FSA's correspond exactly to string formulas over k variables;
i.e. the converse of Theorem 3.1 is also true. 
Safety Analysis
In the previous section we assumed that the alignment formulas were semantically safe. An important question is whether semantic safety can be syntactically determined. It is well known that safety is undecidable for purely relational formulas
[U1188]. Thus there is no hope that safety would be decidable for alignment formulas.
We shall however first look into the possibility of determining safety for string formulas alone. It turns out that there is a source of undecidability in the string formulas too.
We are interested in more than just determining whether the language defined by a string formula is finite. Consider the following two queries, where we abbreviate by x q. y* the formula that says that~is a manifold of y (see the fourth sample query). 
